Late Fall 2010

Quality Time

With the last of the two
week Courses just finished up in Tennessee I
heading down to
Florida. See the
great group (on
right) that came to
the two week
Course. We had a
ball. Almost everyone came with two
horses, so much
was accomplished.
Here are a couple
comments:

"I highly recommend the
two week advanced
skills course anchored in
developing a feel
of lightness and exuberance between horse and
human–it was an absolute joy."

"Incredible! The 2 Week
session allowed for layering and learning and
reinforcing of we had
and were schooling on"

to offer this again.

that are so close to major breakthroughs if
they only have a little
more support for a bit
longer they would make
them.

"My dream clinic!"

Two Week Courses
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CREATE DREAM PLAY VISUALIZE

Hello from sunny Florida! I am here teaching
for the whole month,
what fun!

For me, longer clinics
and courses have always
been so rewarding.
Starting with the many
weeks of teaching at
both Parelli Centers I
was longing to be able

Circle M Ranch in Tennessee has turned out to
be a perfect place to
host these events.
I see so many students

A student and her partner in Texas for
the September clinics. What a great
friendship!

Hill Top Farm
Hill Top Farm, home to Cathye
Bouis hosts me 1-2 times a year for
clinics. What a beautiful place! I
had no idea there were hills in Florida! Yes, they do exist...for those of
you wondering!
Since Hill Top is only 12 hours from
me in Tennessee I am able to bring
my horses with me. My horses are
very helpful to show students new
ideas and ways to play they never
thought of.

2011 dates have been
released! Check out
www.aimeebrimhall.com

Liberty
Liberty has always been a favorite of
mine. Finding ways to create a better understanding for students is
exciting to me.
I see so many people making small
mistakes that lead to big consequences, all of which could be avoided if they understood what they are
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influencing. That good old “before
what happens, happens…”

Right: two students share a moment.
Middle: Zaquero, lateral play at liberty.
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Master Teacher
Horses are such master teachers.
They know just how to help us see,
feel, and understand their wonderful
language.
Next time you play on the ground or
ride think about…..



Am I breathing fully and consistently through every request?



Can I walk, trot, or canter with
my hand resting on the horses
back?



Online try using PG, to ask the
horses’ head down from a walk.

This will create a stop and let you
know if there is tension.

Have a wonderful fall! Enjoy your horses and…...

Happy Thanksgiving!!
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